THE GREATEST RECORDINGS... THE FINEST SYSTEMS... demand the very best Precision Turntables to attain TRUE HI-FI...

THE DR
DR-12A OUTSIDE IDLER DRIVE
The most significant advance in TURNTABLE DESIGN in 17 years!

The ULTIMATE in signal-to-noise ratio 60 DB
Attainable only with the DR-12A

CHECK THESE DAR FEATURES
- Outside Idler Drive
- Floating Idler - Assuring utmost freedom of mechanical vibration
- Signal-to-Noise Ratio 60 DB
- Non-Magnetic Turntable
- Mercury Switch
- Dynamically Balanced Motor
- Constant Speeds 33 1/3, 45, 78

THE DR-12A Turntable only, with standard panel mounting $87.00

HUMMINGBIRD - Model 800 for 8" speaker; 1200 for 12" speaker. Compact without loss of performance... excellent tonal fidelity.

FLAMINGO - Model 2000 - Universal cabinet and speaker enclosure... maintains high acoustical integrity. Houses complete hi-fi system... finest woods and veneers. 36 3/4" x 22 1/4" x 18 1/2" deep.

You protect your own reputation when you sell a Manfredi cabinet or enclosure—the woods stand up... performance stands out! This excellence has been the mark of Manfredi craftsmen for over a quarter-century. Write for illustrated brochure.

Manfredi WOOD PRODUCTS CORP.
226 New York Ave., Huntington, L. I., N. Y.